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Castle Idea

 Linear story telling game set in a medieval castle

 With small puzzles to progress through the each of the 

rooms

 Story based around everyone disappearing after a 

celebration 

 Story told through notes and visuals 

 It will end in some sort of lab with the player activating a 

machine

 There will be secrets that will give the player some more 

lore



Market research: Environment  
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 Starts off with losing a boss fight 

 You start off inside the stomach (The tutorial level)

 You have to collect keys from different parts of the bosses 

body to unlock its heart so you can kill it 

 You can collect these different keys in any order

 After each level it takes you to a level select screen that’s 

called “The nervous system” This is a level select screen where 

you can select which part of the monster you want to go to 

 Different enemies depending on the area you are in 

 Some chests that would give the player buffs 

Platformer Idea
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Market research: Platformer 
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City Builder

 You have to build a village and defend 
against raiders

 Upgradable buildings and defences 

 To build or upgrade anything you need 
builders 

 Day/night cycle 

 Set events on certain days

 Aim of the game is to survive as long as 
possible

 Set in medieval time 
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Market research: City Builder  
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Final Idea: 

Platformer

 Plenty of tutorials to help me create it but the 

others don’t have many 

 I can create this within my time limit but with the 

others I might not be able to

 I can continue to add levels to it if I have extra 

time at the end

 I have some other work that I could use to help me 

when I create it

 They are quite popular according to the market 

research  


